
The spinning mill Filidea, joint venture between Marchi & Fildi spa and Abalıoğlu Holding A.Ş specialize in 
technical and high performance yarns with natural and synthtic fibers, is increasing its production of blends with 
XLANCE®.

XLANCE® is the innovative elastolefin fibe, elastic, chlorine and UV resistant. It finds application on workwear and 
outdoor clothing, with natural and comfort fitting.
The comfort stretch feature follows the the body’s natural movement during the day-to-day work. Workwear 
clothing are so light, resistant and with a contemporary look. Resistance to abrasion and to frequent industrial 
laundry cycles with chemical products meet the needs of several professional sectors.

XLANCE® is produced by ©Xlance srl, Company located in Varallo Pombia (province of Novara – Piedmont 
– Italy) that found in Filidea the perfect partner for the development of specific yarns, that are getting more 
and more requested. An innovation that is getting more important thanks to the cooperation of the two textile 
Companies located in Piedmont.

Filidea has been producing XLANCE® yarns since 2009 and has now a great know-how. The Company to 
strengthens its leadership in technical yarns, for the main applications on protetictive garments, workwear, 
sportswear, racing and automotive.

Filidea has developed and consolidated several partnerships for the creation of complete supply chains and the 
collaboration with ©Xlance is a perfect example.

XLANCE® will be presented at Techtextil during the press event organized on 
Tuesday 14th May 2019 from 3.30 PM till 4.00 PM at Filidea Stand, Pad. 3 Stand G47

About Filidea
Filidea is a young and dynamic company born in 2008 from the ambitious project of two major international 
textile groups: Marchi & Fildi SpA, based in Italy, and Abalıoğlu Holding A.Ş., belonging to the Turkish CSA 
Holding. Our MISSION is to create innovation following high environmental standards and process knowledge 
to the new generation.
Filidea offers a wide range of technological and performing yarns in blends with natural and man-made fibre, 
raw white and dyed; our technologies are ringspun, corespun, sirospun, worsted and open-end to cover the 
major application fields: protective-wear, work-wear, home-texile, automotive, filtration, fashion and taylor made 
products. Production companies are based in Italy, Brasil, Egypt and Turkey.
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Filidea has invested on its production capacity of corespun yarns with XLANCE® technology, 
fiber used for the production of longlasting workwear apparel with an excellent fitting.
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